
IdeasForGreece
-Action towards our future



Innovation 
-A greek innovation

Ancient Greece, together with its philosophers, created ideas 
from which we have build our western society upon the last 
2500 years. 

But somewhere along the way we have side-tracked. 
Right now our westen society is struggeling and the faith for 
political forces to solve the current challenges are limited.

There is a need for new models of how to enpower citizens to 
support decisions-makers and replace “quick-fixes” with 
sustainable change that can bring Europe into the future. 

In 2012, the epic ruins of Acropolis will become the 
epicentrum for a action-oriented innovation event
adressing the most pressing challenges in Greece that  inspire 
global change.

In the very cradle of the old ideas, new will be borne!

“We live in an era of intense conflict and massive institutional failures, a time of painful endings 
and of hopeful beginnings. It is a time that feels as if something is shifting and dying while some-
thing else wants to be born.” -Czech President Vaclav Havel



Why is Greece the perfect place for a 
global transformation intervention?

The idea
The idea is to provide the most meaningful platform 
for citizen-based innovation focused on Greece where 
a online open-innovation platform will be combined 
with a implementation-event at the Acropolis and 
followed up by a physical incubator-hub in Athens.

Intention
To use Greece fertile landscape for social 
innovation and turn the Acropolis into a lighthouse for  
positive energy and concrete action.
 
The project will engage global and local change-   
makers to identify, create and implement new and 
already proven ideas that can take Greece into a 
sustainable future, becoming a global role-model for 
social innovation that supports life, not only markets.

Purpose
To empower Greece with great solutions and the 
energy to implement them

To challenge the “status quo” and channel the negative 
energy surrounding Greece into constructive action

To create global learning and encourage action through 
solidarity

Greece holds a huge potential as the most fertile place on earth for 
ground-breaking social innovation, with the potential of becoming a 
global role-model for social innovation and chaos-management.

Athens possesses all ingrediences to serve as a innovation-rolemodel:

A crisis that is in need of innovative approaches
Creative people ready for fundamental change
Emerging social innovation that the world can learn from
Infrastructure to facilitate and communicate change
Global attention that can be used in a constructive manner

“The world need to learn how to live more with less, Greece might be 
the school...”

Why Acropolis? 
The Acropolis is a epic venue and the cradle of western society that 
holds the symbolic power to act as a global lighthouse for change, 
communicating new ideas to world once again as well as serving as 
a natural centre of innovation, connecting satellite initiatives in and 
around the city. Aditionally its turism daily attracts a divers crowd to 
create and communicate solutions that lasts.



What is going on in Greece right now? 
- A story from and by Greece

“Greece, like the rest of the world is at a pivotal moment in history.  As a nation, we 
stand at a precarious edge, instigated by an economic crisis connected to a global 
financial system that we now know is not sustainable. 

As our current systems rapidly disintegrate, and we witness increasing unemploy-
ment, poverty, suicide rates, and despair we also see local initiatives being sparked 
and new forms of active citizenship beginning to flourish. As a naturally enterpris-
ing people, Greeks hold a treasure chest of traditions, ideas and abilities that if awak-
ened and catalyzed, can pioneer a new sustainable future - not just for this country but 
for a changing Europe.

We believe we can re-frame “crisis” to potential, re-vitalize the values of democracy 
towards an new world that is aligned with deeply sustainable human and ecological 
values.”  
- S-Initiative:Katalysis, Awakening and Innovating our own Solutions for Greece



The Project

1.
An online innovation platform to harvest local challenges and connecting already 
proven global solutions or co-creating new solutions to unsolved challenges. 
The best ideas will be build up to concrete projects where the users manage and 
implement the projects by crowdsouring methods.

A selection of 100 solutions in each category will provide input for the event.

2.
A large-scale event in the cradle of our western society, The Acropolis, Athens, 
where change-makers and decisions-makers will work during three days to 
implement and commit to the 100 best ideas in 6 categories.

> Education
> Healthcare
> Sustainable life
>Sustainable society
> Economic development
>Environment

3.
A physical incubator-café in Athens that will become then new center for social 
entrepreneurship in Athens, ensuring the implementation of the projects as-well as 
stimulating the creation of new projects.

Philosophy 
people to politics instead of politics to 
people - empower citizens

The idea behind the project is to provide a platform 
that empowers the creation of citizen-based 
solutions and connects them to necessary 
people for implementation.

neutral ground - a place for all

It aims to create a new environment that erases 
barriers between leaders and citizens and instead 
focuses on finding ways how they can support 
each-other in order to create sustainable change on 
both micro and macro level.

everyone is a change-maker - we will 
facilitate space, challenges and solutions

It is our belief that citizens holds both the 
questions and the answers that can take us forward 
and therefor we will create a platform where both 
challenges and solutions will be identified and 
solved by the system it-self. 

from problem to solution

Challenge the “status quo”  and channel negative 
energy into constructive innovation and action that 
will inspire the world. 



1.How do we adapt proven ideas to 
the local context?
2.Create Action-steps
3.Connect the right people
4.Make commitments of action

Scan for local challenges, oportuni-
ties and connect to global inspiration 
within the 5 fields.

1. Post local challenge
2. Post proven solutions
3. Co-create new projects
4. Connect people and projects  
5. Select Projects for event

1Scan the world for good solutions, 
connect to local challenges and start 
developing real projects with real people

2Inspiration and implementation event
-Get the project going



Desired outcome
Empowering relationsships between the world and 
Greece through co-creating our mutual future

The aim of the project is to identify and develop 100 
ideas within the folloing sectores:

> Education
> Healthcare
> Sustianable life
>Sustainable society
> Economic development
>Environment

and inititiate implementation of 50 % of the solutions.

The project will lead to concrete action to stimulate 
the value-based growth of Greece and inspire the 
world into a new way of addressing global 
challenges and discovering new path into the future.

3Incubator Café in Athens
-Longterm project support 



Way forward
During the spring a pre-study have been executed with the intention to develop and anchor the idea with local and global stakeholders. The outcome will 
be a developed project ready for the next phase, including local and global collaborations-partners and investigated funding oportunities.

Status
12 week pre-study ongoing
*Investigated Greece fertile landscape for social innovation
*Filmed 7 inspirational initiatives from Greece
*Carried out social lab prototype in Greece
*Gathred local stakeholders
Initiated dialogue with the Greek ministry for tourism and culture to acquire the venue
Identified global and local stakeholders and collaboration-partners
Collaboration with Social Lab, Denmark, InnovationZoneAthens, Atenistas, ArtofHosting
Expertise consulting from Nick Janckel, Founder and President of WECREATE



Team
Kaospilots Denmark

The KaosPilots is a self-governing institution comprised of two parts: the school and a 
consultancy. The KaosPilots work within the fields of creative business-, leadership-, 
project- and process design. A KaosPilot is a change maker, who takes the initiative to 
start up new activities, projects and businesses. 

Social Lab Denmark

Social Lab facilitates social solutions, based on the belief that creativity, collaboration 
and a positive mindset can make a difference.We combine an online platform with a 
mobile physical idea lab, and use inspiring examples from around the world as creative 
kickstarters.

Project story
Reading the newspaper one day I was stunned to see that you could rent the Acropolis for photo-shoots for only 1500 €. I stopped and scribbled down some 
ideas for what else the Acropolis could be used for rather than a photo-shoot, and then returned to reality again. 
One week later, I lay sleepless, thinking of the potential of the crazy ideas I´ve scribbled down, my heart was beating with excitement. The next day I called 
my newly assigned internship client and told them I won’t be going to Zanzibar to deal with waste-management but that I  instead would be going to Greece to, 
literally, try to realize a dream...

That dream is no longer my dream, it is a dream up for grabs for anyone who wants to make it into an reality. And it needs a lot of dreamers in order to become 
a reality... 

I invite you to dream with me”               Max Parknäs, project visionar

“It is better with a ambitious apprentice than a depressed nobel-prize winner” 
     - Paolo Lugari, Inventor of the world



Attractive Partners
Strategic partnerships we want!

Cultural partner

Responsable for the cultural events that should support the project

Ashoka

Ashoka is a global organization that identifies and invests in lead-
ing social entrepreneurs and facilitates change-nation, an action-
oriented innovation event.

Reos-partners

Reos-partners organize, design and facilitate results-oriented 
multi-stakeholder change processes with business, government 
and civil society organizations.

TED

TED is a nonprofit devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading and have 
potential of facilitating local learningjourneys.

Greek ministry of culture and tourism

Facilitaing ancient space

Purpose.com

Creating movements to bring our world forward

Collaborate

This initiative requires collaboration and participation across sectors and 
stakeholders due to it’s complex nature. We invite you to get involved by:

Donate your network or:

A connection
An hour of your time
Your expertise
Web-development
Crowdsourcing

Become a part by

Partnering up and help us make this a reality



Connect to mpa@kaospilot.dk
www.learnwithgreece.wordpress.com

Imagine if you could engage 100 000 unique minds from all over the world into 
one extraordinary think-do-tank in the historic ruins of the Acropolis to inspire 
the world into taking action.

Imagine how a person of your choice would inspire others to aspire

Imagine how a greek mother would ideate together with a MIT-student of how to 
provide education for free

Imagine how the power the rich Greek culture would empower them

Imagine a peasant proposing an idea to a president

Imagine how the Acropolis would serve as a global lighthouse for positive 
change, sourcing the engagement from the world

Imagine joyful Greek people celebrating on the streets, dancing zorba and 
inviting the world to participate with a smile

Stop imagining! Be a part of it! 


